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A bstract
In the fashion industry, brands must engage consumers based on their method of consumption.
The different methods of consumption are represented by four constructs, which depend on
whether the consumption is individual or collective. Individual consumption can either be based
on a brand or on a relationship with a brand ambassador. Collective consumption, on the other
hand, involves people consuming in a social context. In this case, the focus can either be on the
brand or on an activity (the brand is secondary).
This study confirmed the existence of these constructs in the fashion industry by analyzing data
from interviews, observation, forums, and secondary sources. This research led to the discovery
of strategies brands can use to engage consumers within each of these constructs. When targeting
individual consumers who are focused on a brand, companies can use quality, consistency and
brand image as ways to build brand loyalty. When engaging individual consumers who have a
relationship with a brand ambassador, brands must utilize strategies based on communication,
authenticity, and knowledge. Brands can engage consumers who consume collectively, based on
a brand, by implementing strategies that focus on social differentiation, narratives, entry points
and exclusivity. Finally, fashion brands can connect with consumers that collectively consume
based on an activity through marketing itself as a resource, building social affiliations, and
providing a platform for this consumption.
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Statement of Purpose
There are few industries where brand matters more than in the fashion industry. Therefore, this
project was designed to identify the branding strategies that can be used to engage consumers in
all different areas of consumption. The research considered individual consumption and
collective consumption. Within each of these categories, there are two types of consumption
based on the focus of the activity. Within individual consumption, the focus can either be on the
brand or on a brand ambassador. Within collective consumption, the focus can be on the brand,
with the brand being central to the activity, or the focus can be on the activity, with the brand
being secondary. In each of these areas of consumption, consumers have different views of what
is important and of value.
Therefore, to develop branding strategies for engagement, fashion brands should understand
what consumers are seeking in each type of consumption experience. Because there is strong
competition within the fashion industry, companies must stay up to date and connected with their
target audience. If fashion firms lose the engagement of their customers, they are at risk of losing
their customers to their competition. The retail space is always changing and new trends can
have a significant effect on customer satisfaction. Brands must thus understand the differences
between the types of consumption and know what consumers are looking for in each space. The
main objective of this study, therefore, is to identify the strategies and techniques retailers and
brands can use to engage consumers in each of these consumption constructs.
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Statement of Relevance
This research could lead to new marketing approaches for fashion brands and retailers. Brands
should care about the difference between individual versus group consumption because of the
different strategies they should be using to engage consumers in each area. For instance,
individual consumption allows for an individual connection between a brand and a consumer, or
a connection between a brand ambassador and a consumer. When trying to build the connection
between a customer and a brand, marketers must understand brand loyalty and what consumers
are looking for from a brand. On the other hand, if an individual is connected to a salesperson or
brand ambassador, marketers must understand that personal selling strategies and relationship
management are important to maintaining this connection. Implementing personal selling is not
enough, however, to foster this relationship; rather brands must know what customers value in
this relationship.
When considering the collective consumption experience, retailers must differentiate between
when the brand is central to the consumption process and when the brand is secondary. When
the brand is central to collective consumption, the company must foster a brand community. On
the other hand, if the activity is central, causing the brand to be secondary, a firm must
understand the subculture of consumption that is formed, and how the brand can provide support.
If a company or brand fails to engage their customers in any of these fields, they will fail to be
successful. This is particularly difficult in a high fashion retail space; however, many companies
are successfully engaging their customers throughout the industry. Therefore, in order to stay
UHOHYDQWLQWRGD\¶VIDVKLRQLQGXVWU\EXVLQHVVHVPXVWLQFRUSRUDWHVWUDWHJLHVIURPDQ\RIWKHse four
categories into their marketing plan.
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Introduction
Fashion brands and retailers use different strategies to attract consumers to their product. These
strategies target four different categories of consumption. The first two categories are focused on
DQLQGLYLGXDO¶VFRQVXPSWLRQH[SHULHQFH7KH first construct concentrates on an individual and
their connection with a particular brand or retailer. This category of consumption revolves
around the concept of brand loyalty. Brand loyalty can be based on numerous elements of a
brand, including brand attributes or self connection. The next construct targets an individual and
their relationship with a brand ambassador or salesperson. Engagement in this category is based
on personal selling and the relationship which can form between a salesperson and a customer.
Customer relationship management techniques become important in this area of consumption.
The final two constructs center on a collective or collaborative consumption process, rather than
an individual experience. These methods focus on multiple people and how they socially
consume. The two different groups within this category are organized depending on if the brand
is central to the consumption or if it is secondary. The first area focuses on the brand. This
incorporates brand communities and the collaboration of people that share a common interest in
a brand. The final construct revolves around collective consumption when the brand is
secondary. In this case, research will focus on the subcultures that result from this type of
consumption. The activity or goal is central, while the brand that is used to accomplish this task
is secondary.

It is important to distinguish between these different types of consumption because the strategies
a firm will use to engage consumers should differ depending on how people are consuming their
brand. While the difference between individual and collective consumption may seem obvious,
the categories within these constructs are rarely considered. The strategies are vastly different to
target an individual that is brand loyal versus an individual that has a relationship with a brand
ambassador. Similarly, the strategies a brand should use to engage those consuming collectively
when the brand is primary will differ from the strategies which should be implemented to target
consumers who consider the brand to be secondary to an activity or goal.
These four constructs of consumption can be applied in the fashion or retail industry, as well as
in many other spaces. While many pieces of literature focus on defining strategies used to target
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consumers, none do so strictly within the fashion industry. Further, literature has yet to organize
consumption into these specific processes or prove that they exist within the retail space.
Therefore, this study will determine whether these constructs do in fact occur in a retail space.
Also, this research will reveal what consumers in each of these four constructs are seeking from
a fashion brand. These discoveries will establish strategies for brand engagement in each method
of consumption.
L iterature Review
B rand Loyalty

The Development of Brand Loyalty
In an analysis of The Development of Brand Loyalty published in the Journal of Marketing, five
conclusions are made about building brand loyalty amongst consumers. The experiment
examined the growth of brand loyalty in a setting where there is no prior consumer knowledge
about any of the available brands. The first conclusion is that some consumers will become brand
loyal even when there is no discernible difference between products, other than the brand itself.
The second is that brand loyalty established under such conditions is not trivial, although it may
be based on seemingly superficial differences. Next, consumers vary greatly in their
susceptibility to brand loyalty. Finally, while it is difficult to identify exploratory consumer
behavior, it seems clear that some consumer selections are largely exploratory in nature and may
indicate that a repeat purchase is highly unlikely.
Whence Consumer Loyalty?
In Whence Consumer Loyalty? published by the Journal of Marketing, the author investigates
what aspects of the consumer satisfaction have implications for loyalty. To do so, the author
studies the portion of the loyalty response due to the satisfaction component. The author
acknowledges that although loyal consumers are most typically satisfied, satisfaction does not
always translate into loyalty. The author finds that satisfaction is a necessary step into loyalty
formation but becomes less significant as loyalty begins to set through other mechanisms. When
other factors are brought into account, ultimate loyalty emerges as a combination of perceived
product superiority, personal fortitude, social bonding, and their synergistic effects. As each fails
to be attained or is unattainable by firms that serve consumer markets, the potential for loyalty
erodes. This author concludes that loyalty cannot be achieved or pursued as a reasonable goal by
many providers because of the nature of the product category or because of consumer disinterest.
For some firms, satisfaction is the only feasibly goal for which the firm should strive.
G ap:
While these pieces of literature address what brand loyalty is, how it can form, and where it can
form, neither article examines what a brand must do to engage customers enough to achieve
brand loyalty. Each article makes clear that satisfaction is generally necessary for a customer to
be loyal, but suggests that customer satisfaction is not sufficient to earn loyalty from a customer.
There is little information about what consumers are seeking in brands which cause them to
become loyal. Specifically, there is no research about what a brand in the retail or fashion
industry must do to make a customer loyal to their brand.
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Personal Selling

Personal Selling and Sales Management: A Relationship Marketing Perspective
In an analysis of Personal Selling and Sales Management: A Relationship Marketing
Perspective, published in the Journal of Academy of Marketing Science, the author examines
how the practice of personal selling and sales management is changing as a result of the
increased attention on long-term, buyer-seller relationships. The author also identifies some
implications of these changes. The study finds that for salespeople in the partnering role, the
personal selling shifts from a focus on influencing buyer behavior to managing the conflict
inherent in buyer-seller relationships. There is an emphasis on building relationships, rather than
making short-term sales. Issues concerning the emerging partnering role for salespeople are also
acknowledged. The authors propose that managing conflict rather than influencing customers
will be the key interpersonal activity of salespeople in a partnering role.
Customer Loyalty to the Salesperson and the Store: E xamining Relationship in an Upscale
Retail Context
The research done in Customer Loyalty to the Salesperson and the Store: Examining
Relationship in an Upscale Retail Context, published in the Journal of Personal Selling and Sales
Management, shows that in an upscale retail context, DFXVWRPHU¶VOR\DOW\WRWKHVDOHVSHUVRQLV
significantly related to store loyalty. This relationship is also important to the store-level
outcomes of share of purchases, word of mouth and competitive resistance. The results of this
study imply that retail firms must focus on hiring enthusiastic, friendly sales employees who
genuinely enjoy being with people. Training should center on developing skills in building
customer relationships and determining customer needs, so that the relationship may be
FXVWRPL]HGWRWKHLQGLYLGXDOFXVWRPHU¶VSUHIHUHQFHV7KHUHFLSHIRUVXFFHVVLVSURSHUWUDLQLQJ
encouragement, and rewards for successful relationship building. )LUPVLQWRGD\¶VUHWDLO
marketplace are beginning to focus on building salesperson-customer relationships. Recognizing
such strategic approaches is key to building long term customer loyalty in certain upscale
settings. 7KHUHVHDUFKVKRZVWKDWDFXVWRPHU¶VOR\DOW\WRWKHVDOHVSHUVRQKDVa strong and
positive effect on the salesperson and the store level outcomes of word of mouth, competitive
resistance and share of purchases. By focusing on such relationships as well as ensuring qualified
and satisfied salespeople, upscale retail firms are positioned to realize important benefits from
such efforts and better differentiate their offering in a highly competitive retail marketplace.
G ap:
Both of these pieces of literature explain the importance of the customer and salesperson
relationship in a retail space. However, both pieces of literature seem to have conflicting
opinions on what is important about this relationship. The articles separately explain what a
salesperson should do and how they should be trained in order to form the most beneficial
relationship for the brand. They also recognize that the relationship between a salesperson and a
customer can have large negative or positive effects on the reputation of the brand they represent.
However, there is little research regarding what the customer is seeking in a relationship with a
salesperson. The research focuses on the emerging trend of personal selling and relationships in
the retail space. Rather than focus on this trend, further research must be done to understand how
brands can engage consumers through a relationship with a brand ambassadors. Also, this study
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will research how fashion brands can foster this relationship and develop it to be beneficial for
the brand.
B rand Community

Brand Community
The analysis of Brand Community, published by the Journal of Consumer Research, gives us
insight into the concept of a brand community. A brand community is defined in the article as a
specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set of social relations
among admirers of a brand. Collective consumption involves community members placing
special emphasis on some type of consumption as part of a celebration, ritual, or tradition, and is
the subject of considerable scholarship, as well as common lived experience. The study finds that
the brand communities exhibit three traditional markers of community: shared consciousness,
rituals and traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility. This results in large implications for
branding. The findings acknowledge the social nature of brands and attempts to move thinking
away from the traditional consumer-brand dyad, to the consumer-brand-consumer triad. It argues
that brands are social objects and socially constructed, asserting consumers are actively involved
in that creation. It further shows that brand communities clearly affect brand equity. Brand equity
is said to have four components: perceived quality, brand loyalty, brand awareness, and brand
associations. Brand communities directly affect all four of these components. The authors
suggest that a strong brand community can lead to a socially embedded and entrenched loyalty,
brand commitment, and even hyper loyalty. Brand communities are collections of what they call
³DFWLYHOR\DOLVW,´XVHUVRIDEUDQGZKRDUH³FRPPLWWHGFRQVFLHQWLRXV- DOPRVWSDVVLRQDWH´about
the brand. They are connected to other consumers through the benefit of community. Noting the
LPSRUWDQFHRIUHODWLRQVKLSEXLOGLQJLQWRGD\¶VPDUNHWWKHDXWKRUSRLQWVRXWit can be difficult to
foster these one-on-one relationships with consumers. Brand communities can carry out this
important function on behalf of the brand, such as sharing information, perpetuating the history
and culture of the brand, and providing assistance. They provide social structure to the
relationship between the marketer and consumer. Communities exert pressure on members to
remain loyal to the collective and to the brand.
How Brand Community Practices Create Value
An analysis of How Brand Community Practices Create Value, published by the Journal of
Marketing, reveals the process of collective value creation within brand communities. This study
works to identify a common set of value-creating practices. The authors find that the practices
KDYHDQ³DQDWRP\´FRQVLVWLQJRIJHQHUDOSURFHGXUDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJVDQGUXOHVVNLOOV abilities,
and culturally appropriate consumption projects; and emotional commitments expressed through
actions and representations. The findings result in 12common practices across brand
communities, organized by four thematic aggregates, through which consumers realize value
beyond that which the firm creates or anticipates. They also find that practices have physiology,
interact with on another, function like apprenticeship, endow participants with cultural capital,
produce a repertoire for insider sharing, generate consumption opportunities, evince brand
community vitality, and create value. These findings provide many managerial implications. The
research demonstrates that if firms give consumers the opportunity to construct brand
communities and the freedom to modify products, they will. Therefore, they argue that
companies should provide customers with the opportunities and materials with which to
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welcome, badge, document, milestone, evangelize, and so forth. The findings illuminate
opportunities to grow and QRWVLPSO\H[SORLW³FXVWRPHUFRmpetence,´EXW to build more co
creative brand partners. This research reaffirms the importance of encouraging practices among
brand communities. More significantly, it suggests how to do so. Companies that want to
encourage co creation should foster a broad array of practices, not merely customization as is the
current focus. Suggested in the study is that brands encourage collaborative product use. Using
6WHSKDQLH0H\HU¶VTwilight Saga as an example, the authors focus on using web sites equipped
with forums inviting welcoming, evangelizing, and justifying among readers. Another way to do
this is setting up sub-communities which encourage staking and social differentiation among the
fan base. Through creation of a set of escalating patterns of engagement in the brand and the site,
the corporate host creates and inspires milestoning, badging, and documenting. These findings
suggest managers can follow specific recipes to foster brand community. One simple tactic is
seeding practices. To ensure the health of the brand community the research suggests the firm
should foster or sponsor social networking practices to build and sustain the community and to
inspire further co creation.
G ap:
The idea of brand community is relevant to this study for understanding the idea of a collective
consumption that is brand-centered. So while the first piece of literature sheds light on the
importance of brand communities and how they can add value to a brand or company, it does
little to help brands understand what needs to be done to form these communities. It is unlikely
WKDWFRQVXPHUVZLOOVWHSXSDQGIRUPDFRPPXQLW\DURXQGDEUDQGLIVDLGEUDQGLVQ¶WIRVWHULQJ
and creating a space for this to happen. The second work suggests methods a brand should use to
engage customers' collaborative product use and inspire co creation in an array of practices, not
merely customization. While these methods are important, they are not specific to the retail field.
Therefore, these are not necessarily the same strategies that should be used in fashion branding.
More research must be done to discover what brands in the fashion industry should do to build
these brand communities and foster a collaborative consumption environment. It is possible that
the practices outlined in these pieces of literature can be applied in the fashion industry;
however, it is unknown if they will be successful in engaging customers. This study will perform
the research necessary to determine whether collective consumption is common in the fashion
space and what brands can do to engage these consumers.
Subculture of Consumption

Subcultures of Consumption: An Ethnography of the New Bikers
In an analysis of Subcultures of Consumption: An Ethnography of the New Bikers, an article
published by the Journal of Consumers Research, the idea of a subculture of consumption is
introduced. Subcultures of consumption are explained as an analytic category which to better
understand consumers and the manner in which they organize their lives and identities. This
piece recognizes that consumption activities, product categories, or even brands may serve as the
basis for interaction and social cohesion. The study starts by acknowledging that the activities
and associated interpersonal relationships that people undertake to give their lives meaning are
the most powerful organizing forces in modern life. The authors states, that in choosing how to
spend their money and their time, people do not conform always or nearly to the ascribed
analysis categories currently proffered by academia. They take part in the creation of their own
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categories. They define subcultures of consumption as a distinctive subgroup of society that selfselects on the basis of a shared commitment to a particular product class, brand, or consumption
activity. The study continues to analyze and explore one subculture of consumption, the owners
of Harley-'DYLVRQPRWRUF\FOHVDOVRNQRZQDVWKH³QHZELNHUV´

When Differences Unite: Resource Dependence in Heterogeneous Consumption Communities
The focus of the study in the article When Difference Unite: Resource Dependence in
heterogeneous Consumption Communities, published in the Journal of Consumer Research, is
how heterogeneous communities operate and interact with the marketplace. Specifically, the
authors draw on actor-network theory, conceptualizing community as a network of
heterogeneous actors and examine the interplay of these actors in a mainstream activity based
consumption community. Specially, I am interested of their analysis of consumption that is based
on an activity or goal, rather than a brand.
G ap:
These studies focus on the examination of consumption subcultures. This research does little to
explain how brands can market themselves as being supportive of these subcultures. Further,
there is no research suggesting how brands can become a necessary piece of a consumption
activity, rather than as the central focus. No research has been done to show how brands in the
fashion community can engage consumers who are not primarily focused on their products, but
rather are using them to complete a separate activity or task. Further, there is no evidence that
this type of consumption does exist in the fashion industry.
Research Methodology
Data
Data T ype
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
Interview
O bservation
Forum
Forum
Forum
Secondary A nalysis
Secondary A nalysis
Secondary A nalysis

  

Data Source
Amanda Regele
Beth Stewart
Christian Law
Kristy Ruiz
Marie-Agnes Parmentier
Megan Everett
Shannon Siriano
Zeynep Arsel
Nordstrom (3 months)
NikeTalk
PurseForum
YogaForum
Bloomingdales.com
Burberry
Macys.com
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F ield Notes
Field notes were collected during personal experience as a salesperson at a retail store,
Nordstrom. As an intern in the Northern California region, I was located in the Walnut Creek
Nordstrom store. I was responsible for selling to customers as well as shadowing my department
PDQDJHU,ZDVEDVHGLQWKH³&ROOHFWRUV´GHSDUWPHQWZKLFKVHOOVKLJKIDVKLRQDQd couture
clothing. Throughout the internship, I traveled to different stores within the Northern California
region to learn about Nordstrom sales and management roles. I was trained in Nordstrom sales
practices and customer service. The experience I had shed light on the salesperson and customer
relationship through dealings with a large variety of customers. Also, I gained experience
working within different departments and exposure to personal stylists and managers. This
allowed me access to engagement strategies currently being used in the retail space. Throughout
the three month internship I recorded my observations and experiences.

Individual Interviews
In-depth interviews were conducted with people who have experience in the fields of marketing,
fashion or retail. These individual interviews were conducted to gain insight into whether the
proposed constructs of consumption are present in the fashion industry, and how brands can
engage customers consuming with each method. This process focused on in-depth questions
which left a lot of room for personal experience and knowledge to be shared. The interviewees
were able to speak as much or as little on a topic as they saw fit. Often questions were geared
VSHFLILFDOO\WRZDUGVWKHLQWHUYLHZHH¶VSULRUNQowledge or areas of expertise. When analyzing the
information gathered from these interviews we are able to understand what a diverse consumer
group is looking for when consuming fashion goods or products.

Forums
An internet forum is an online discussion site where thousands of people can hold conversation
about specific issues or topics through posted messages. The first forum analyzed in this study is
PurseForum, ZKLFKRSHUDWHVXQGHUWKHWDJOLQH³VKDOORZREVHVVLQJVWURQJO\HQFRXUDJHG´7KHVLWH
is organized by the many different forums it supports. There are forums for premier fashion
labels, as well as contemporary, forums that are specific to handbags, and those focusing on
celebrities. NikeTalk, another online forum, was also used to gather research. This forum is
focused on the Nike brand, and opens up a place for people to speak with other fans of the brand.
The forum is comprised of hundreds of thousands of consumers who love the Nike. These
customers discuss everything surrounding the brand, from price checks and fake product checks,
to regional discussions about where to buy products. Finally, YogaForum was used to gather
research. This forum is a place where fans of yoga can discuss yoga technique, product, brands
and just about anything surrounding the sport. Analyzing the data collected from these forums
was necessary for understanding how and why consumers share brand information and
experiences with others.
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Secondary Data
Secondary data collection consisted of researching and analyzing current strategies being utilized
by retail brands. These brands LQFOXGH0DF\¶V%ORRPLQJGDOHV, and Burberry. These strategies
were used to prove the existence of certain consumption areas as well as represent successful
practices already in use. Other brands that were studied include Nike, lululemon athletica,
Wilson, Nordstrom, and more.

Interviewee Backgrounds:
Amanda Regele
Amanda is a senior in the Honors College and the University of Arizona, in the process of
completing degrees in Marketing and Finance. Amanda has been running for years and is well
versed in running equipment and the brands surrounding the field. While Amanda is not deep
into the fashion industry, she is familiar with products that support athletics. Specifically,
Amanda not only consumes, but has a deep knowledge for athletic brands.

Beth Stewart
Beth is the marketing and communication coordinator in the Eller MBA office at the University
of Arizona. Beth has experience as an opera singer, an industry in which fashion and clothing are
extremely important. Using costumes, Beth could create a persona which would represent a role
for which she was auditioning or performing. For this reason, fashion is very important to Beth.

Christian Law
Christian is a graduate of Temple University who has been working in the fashion industry for
the past 7 years. He has been a stylist, a fashion writer, a blogger and a product manager. It is
&KULVWLDQ¶VSDVVLRQWRSUHVHQWIDVKLRQLQDZD\WKDWLVHGXFDWLRQDODQGQRWLQWLPLGDWLQJ)DVKLRQ
and retail mean a lot to him, and are how he makes his living. Christian believes that fashion
UHSUHVHQWVPXFKPRUHWKDQZKDW\RXSXWRQ\RXUEDFN,W¶VWKHYHU\LGHDRIH[SUHVVLQJRQH¶V
style through garments and seeing how that expression manifests into brands, magazines, and
careers. Christian¶V aspirations in fashion are to be a fashion expert. Huffington Post named him
RQHRIWKHLUWRS,QVWDJUDPDFFRXQWVWRIROORZ+H¶VDOVREHHQKLJKOLJKWHGE\(ERQ\DQG
Black Enterprise magazine. Moreover, he has a large following on social media.

Kristy Ruiz
Kristy works at the University of Arizona, Eller MBA office as an MBA program director.
Kristy has a Bachelors degree from the Retail and Consumer Sciences program at the University
of Arizona. Kristy is also an avid runner, and has a deep knowledge for athletic clothing brands.
For Kristy, fashion is intrinsic and extrinsic. Kristy believes fashion is much more than the
clothing someone puts on their body. She thinks that people use clothing to express how they
feel. Kristy has experience working in retail during high school and college. After college, Kristy
ZRUNHGIRU0HUY\Q¶VFRUSRUDWHRIILFHRQWKHVWRUHDQGFRUSRUDWHOHYHOV
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Marie-Agnes Parmentier
Marie-Agnes is an assistant professor at HEC Montreal as well as a member of the Chair in Arts
Management. Marie-Agnes received her undergraduate degree in Marketing and also a
completed a Master in Science in Marketing at HEC Montreal. She completed her Ph. D. in
business administration at York University, in Toronto. Between high school and attending
university, Marie-Agnes studied fashion marketing. She also worked as a fashion model and
attended design school. Marie-Agnes not only has professional experience in the fashion
industry, but she also shows a strong personal interest in the field. Her areas of expertise are in
branding, communities of consumption, fashion marketing, media consumption and participatory
culture, and qualitative research methods.

Megan Everett
Megan is currently working on her MBA in Marketing at the University of Arizona. Megan is
passionate about retail and is fascinated by consumer behavior. She has experience working in
store management in a retail space. Megan considers herself to be very brand conscious.
Growing up in Utah, Megan was exposed to a large variety of fashion, as it was of great
importance to her and her community. After Megan completes her MBA she is going to be a
buyer for a retail store in the Midwest. However, one day, Megan would love to go directly into
fashion or brand management. Her dream is to control an international brand, or own her own
boutique.

Shannon Siriano
Shannon currently works in the field of marketing and sales. While Shannon does not have much
professional experience in the fashion industry she has a personal connection with fashion.
Shannon takes fashion very seriously and is very influential within her community. Shannon
loves high fashion and is known as a trend-maker. 6KDQQRQ¶VEURWKHU&KULVWLDQ6LULDQRLVDhigh
end fashion designer, who may have sparked her interest in the industry.

Zeynep Arsel
=H\QHSPRYHGWRWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVIURP7XUNH\ZKHQVKHZDVLQKHUHDUO\¶V$IWHUUHFHLYLQJ
her Ph. D in Marketing from the University of Wisconsin, Zeynep moved to Canada where she is
an Assistant Professor of Marketing at John Molson School of Business, Concordia University
DQGDUHVHDUFKDVVRFLDWHDWWKH'DYLG2¶%ULHQ&HQWUHIRU6XVWDLQDEOH(QWHUSULVH6KHZDVWKH
2011 recipient of Petro Canada Young Innovator Award in the Strategic ReseDUFK&OXVWHU³7KH
3HUVRQDQG6RFLHW\´DQGUHFLSLHQWRIWKH6LGQH\-/HY\$ZDUG=H\QHSUHVHDUFKHV
consumption with sociological, anthropological and historical foci. On a theoretical level, her
work broadly explores how cultural narratives, structures and institutions shape individual
consumption practices and how people navigate in the marketplace. On a practical level, her
work has applications to product, service and space design, branding, social media use,
sustainability and secondary markets. Zeynep believes she is aesthetically inclined, as she is
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exceptionally interested in art. Zeynep sees fashion as a kind of art, and is fascinated by fashion
aesthetically.
Data A nalysis
In order to research the four proposed constructs of consumption, data was collected and
analyzed to determine if these forms of consumption exist within the retail industry. Then,
research was done to determine what strategies brands can use to engage consumers in each of
these constructs. The data collected consists of in-depth interviews with notable individuals who
have experience in the fields of fashion and/or marketing, forum activity, field observation, and
secondary data of retail strategies.
The first stage was to analyze literature and understand what information had already been
discovered and what had yet to be researched. It was found that these methods of consumption
had been moderately examined. There is little existing information, however, about their
influence in the retail industry. Also, no structure or strategy as to how brands can engage
consumers based off their style of consumption had been previously established.
To begin researching the proposed constructs, eight in-depth interviews were conducted with
notable people from the fashion, retail and marketing fields. Once these interviews were
individually transcribed, the next step was to organize the data using a process called iterative
coding. This process allows for the qualitative data from the interviews to be categorized into the
constructs for which it relates. After the data was organized, open coding was used to outline the
concepts described in each interview. The collected data was analyzed for commonalities
EHWZHHQLQWHUYLHZHH¶VUHVSRQVHVIf certain insights or experiences were common within a
construct, they were considered confirmation of the existence of the particular consumption
process. Also, tactics or techniques suggested by the respondents were highlighted if they were
mentioned or discussed by multiple consumers. After organizing the data into constructs and
analyzing this information for commonalities, results started to formulate. The results were
obtained from recognizing patterns of experiences within each construct, which led to proving
the existence of these consumption processes within the retail space.
Before the findings could be confirmed, other sources of data were analyzed. Secondary data was
collected about retail strategies already in place within the industry. These strategies were
analyzed to determine what construct of consumption they could be fulfilling. Success of these
strategies in the retail space led to the assumption that consumers are operating under the
construct suggested by the strategy.
Forum data was also collected and to analyze consumer behavior when interacting with other
consumers. Analyzing forum data uses information that is publicly available online to identify
and understand the ways in which people engage with brands and other consumers. Netnography
was used to analyze forum postings. This process focuses on the qualitative aspect of posts and
the interactions between participants. Data from the forums were classified and coded using the
same process as the interview data. The forum data was compared to the interview data and
analyzed for commonalities. This lead to further concept formation and evidence of the proposed
consumption constructs.
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Finally, observation data was considered with an analysis of the field notes collected from a three
month position at Nordstrom, a popular retail brand. This data was compared to the transcribed
data from the interviews and again analyzed for patterns and commonalities.
At this stage, the four constructs of consumption were outlined and evidenced by the data
collected. Also, patterns amongst the data suggested some strategies on how brands could engage
with consumers in each field. Further analysis of the data led to more specific techniques and
strategies which could be used by fashion brands to engage consumers in every construct of
consumption.
F indings:
This research found evidence which supports the existence of the four suggested types of
consumption.

Individual Consumption with Connection to a Brand
This research has confirmed that consumers are able to connect to a fashion company on a brand
level. Consumers can build a connection to a brand through a number of different brand
attributes. If a consumer becomes so committed to a brand that he or she will make repeat
purchases over time, despite convenience or price, they are considered to be brand loyal. Brand
loyal customers find a connection to a brand through certain characteristics and attributes that
they value in a retail brand.

Interviews:
Evidence of a brand connection in individual consumption was suggested by multiple of the
subjects interviewed, as they expressed their loyalty to certain brands. For instance, Megan
Everett, a long time tennis player, has declared herself brand loyal to Wilson clothing and
equipment. She stated, ³,DPYHU\EUDQGOR\DOLWZRXOGWDNHDORWWR JHWPHWRVZLWFK´0HJDQ
has been using Wilson tennis equipment for years and enjoys the quality of the product, as well
as what the brand represents. On the other hand, Amanda is an avid runner who is brand loyal to
Nike. Amanda uses Nike clothing, shoes, and the Nike+ chip to track her runs. The Nike+ chip
allows Amanda to monitor her runs via the application installed on her phone, which she uses
mainly for personal tracking, rather than to share with friends. Amanda only uses Nike+
applications and Nike running clothing and equipment because they make the best product. She
believes their products are the best quality and offer features to suit her needs. Neither Megan
QRU$PDQGDZRXOGFRQVLGHUXVLQJDQRWKHUEUDQG¶VSURGXFWVEHFDXVHWKH\KDYHEHHQXVLQJthese
products for so long, and consider them to be the best in the industry. Similarly, Marie-Agnes
loves the fashion brand Rebecca Taylor. She consistently buys Rebecca Taylor clothing, and is
loyal to the brand for a number of reasons. She describes Rebecca Taylor as one of her signature
brands, as even her friends know that most of what she wears is from the company. She is loyal
to Rebecca Taylor not just because she likes the clothes, but because she likes the stores, the
brand image and the designer. Marie-Agnes has formed an everyday relationship with the brand,
and is always interested in knowing more about the brand. She feels she shares a connection with
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the brand that is not just one-sided. Not only does Marie-Agnes connect with the brand, but she
feels that Rebecca Taylor makes an effort to have a relationship with her. Marie-Agnes believes
she is their target consumer, because all of their marketing is geared towards someone just like
her. This connection between the brand and the consumer cannot be easily broken. The brand
loyalty between Marie-Agnes and Rebecca Taylor goes beyond the repeat purchase, but into a
deeper relationship. 7KHVHFRQVXPHUV¶UHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKEUDQGVDOOSURYLGHHYLGHQFHRID
relationship to a fashion company based on a brand level.

F ield Notes:
Consumers can be loyal to an exclusive brand -- a company that manufactures a product and sells
it under one brand name. However, consumers can also be loyal to retail brands, such as
department stores selling many brand names. While working at Nordstrom, I experienced
consumers who were not just loyal to exclusive brands, but rather to the retail brand, Nordstrom.
Nordstrom focuses on customer service. Their number one goal is to give the customer the
absolute best shopping experience. This leads to their lack of a return policy, but rather, a return
philosophy. This return philosophy allows the sales person to make judgments about each
individual circumstance. The sales person has the ability to take a return, or not, depending on
the customer and his or her unique situation. This allows, in theory, for each customer to have a
great experience and be serviced in the best way possible. Because of this, many customers are
loyal to Nordstrom. During interviews, Beth mentioned being loyal to Nordstrom for this exact
reason. Beth chooses to shop at Nordstrom over its competitors because she feels comfortable
and confident with her purchases, thanks to their lenient return policy. In my experience at
Nordstrom, many customers reported shopping there rather than buying their items from
competitor, such as Bloomingdales, for this same reason. The return policy made many
customers feel more comfortable with their purchases, as they knew they would be able to make
a return if necessary. Nordstrom also offers loyalty and rewards programs to incentivize its
customers. Membership includes four different levels, all of which include different member
benefits. Membership, or loyalty programs, such as the one utilized by Nordstrom, allow
customers to feel more connected to the brand. Many customers reported being brand loyal to
Nordstrom, and choosing to shop there due to these brand level attributes.

Forums:
Proof of brand loyalty is apparent in the very existence of forums. Forums such as PurseForum
allow consumers who are interested in certain brands or fashion items to discuss and share
information about the products online. The site is organized by the many different brand forums
it supports. This forum platform is evidence of strong brand loyalty, as people are discussing and
sharing their thoughts and opinions on specific brands. For instance, a section of the site is
dedicated to discussion surrounding the Burberry brand. These forums have hundreds of
thousands of views and range from discussing the history of Burberry to authenticating certain
Burberry pieces. In each case, people are talking about and focusing on the brand. Specifically,
LQRQHSRVWWLWOHG³$XWKHQWLFDWHWKLV%XUEHUU\´WKHUHDUHUHSOLHVDQGYLHZV,QWKLV
space thousands of people are discussing the Burberry brand and attempting to authenticate
certain items. The discussion is focused on elements of the brand, from its quality to the smallest
GHWDLOVRILWVHPEURLGHU\,QDQRWKHUSRVWWLWOHG³%XUEHUU\+,6725Y and Burberry BAG
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UHIHUHQFHJXLGH´SHRSOHDUHGLVFXVVLQJWKHKLVWRU\RI%XUEHUU\WKHLUWKRXJKWVDQGRSLQLRQV7KLV
is a place where people can post about why they love the brand and what makes it special to
them. This specific brand based discussion provides evidence of an individual connection to a
brand through the very desire to discuss a brand to this extent.
NikeTalk provides a place for people to speak with other fans of the Nike brand. The forum is
comprised of hundreds of thousands of consumers who love Nike. These brand loyal customers
discuss everything surrounding Nike from price checks and fake product checks, to regional
discussions about where to consume Nike products. These Nike fans even share information on
their favorite products and what they like about them. This is a place where customers can
literally talk about their loyalty to the Nike, based on particular attributes of the brand. The
existence of such a forum continues to provide evidence of the connection between a consumer
and a specific brand.

Individual Consumption with Connection to a Brand Ambassador
This research revealed that customers can also connect to a brand ambassador. While many
customers may be loyal to certain brands or companies, consumers can also be loyal to fashion
brand ambassadors and form a relationship with a brand through this link. For instance, if a
customer enjoys shopping with a salesperson at Nordstrom they may chose to shop there rather
WKDQRQHRI1RUGVWURP¶VFRPSHWLWRUV%HFDXVHWKHFXVWRPHULs loyal to the salesperson, and not
Nordstrom, it is the relationship between the salesperson and the customer that is important, not
the relationship between the customer and Nordstrom. In this case, customer relationship
management and personal selling become very important techniques for a brand to focus on.

Interviews:
As evidenced throughout the interviews, it is possible for a customer to be connected to a brand
ambassador rather than a brand. Megan worked in a retail store with a personal styling
environment, where she had a group of customers that wanted to work with her only. Her
customers would come in the days she was working and specifically ask to shop with her. The
FXVWRPHUVZHUHQ¶WOR\DOWRWKHVWRUHEXWUDWKHUWR0HJDQ0HJDQIHOWWKat the key to this
relationship was learning how to listen to the customer. Megan also noticed that people would be
loyal to salespeople or brand ambassadors that represented a style that they could relate to. When
a customer wants to wear what the salesperson is wearing they are more likely to engage.
Similarly, Kristy stated that she has connected and built relationships in the past with salespeople
that have provided her with an exceptional shopping experience. 6KHVWDWHG³:KHQ,KDYHD
positive shopping experience in a store with a salesperson, I find myself asking for the person,
ORRNLQJIRUWKDWSHUVRQDQGJRLQJLQWRWKHVWRUHRQGD\V,NQRZWKH\ZLOOEHWKHUH´ Kristy
deliberately goes to a particular Starbucks whenever she can because she enjoys the relationship
she has formed with some of the salespeople. Kristy goes as far as to follow them to different
Starbucks locations if they are transferred.
On the other hand, Christian recognizes the importance of authenticity and brand alignment
when forming a relationship with a salesperson. Christian understands that a customer has to
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have a belief in the person, in order to respect them and seek their guidance. Also, brand
alignment between the ambassador and the brand, and the ambassador and the consumer, is
important. If a customer believes the salesperson really loves the brand, they are more likely to
purchase again and again. Similarly, if the customer can connect with what the salesperson is
wearing and enjoys, they may begin to trust them enough to accept their input.
Finally, relating back to the ideas of authenticity and style, Shannon connects to brand
ambassadors, such as bloggers, that she feels she can not only trust, but also relate to. Shannon
follows many bloggers, almost religiously, that have a very specific aesthetic and taste that she
feels represent her own. So if she likes everything they wear for a week, she will follow what
they are wearing for a longer time period. However, the authenticity of the blogging is important,
because shHGRHVQ¶WZDQWWRIROORZDQ\RQHZKRLVWU\LQJWRVHOOKHUVRPHWKLQJIt is important
that the blogger or fashion ambassador is able to communicate what they like and what they are
wearing, in such a way that they are not trying to sell a product, but rather suggest it to Shannon
and their followers. Shannon GRHVQ¶WZDQWWRFRQQHFWZLWKDSHUVRQWKDWLVVLPSO\WU\LQJWRVHOO
her whatever they are wearing. In all of these cases, people are connecting not with a brand, or
with a store, but with a person who represents the brand in some way. This relationship allows
for the possibility of a connection between an individual consumer and a brand, based on a brand
ambassador.

F ield Notes:
Nordstrom has incorporated a personal selling program into their strategy known as the personal
stylists. Anyone is able to book a styling appointment and essentially have his or her own
personal stylist for no charge. The stylist will meet with client and pull items for them from all
departments of the store. From shoes, to bathing suits, to underwear, to clothing, the personal
stylists will pick out an entirely new wardrobe, or just find the perfect outfit for a particular
event. The service is entirely free, and only requires the customer to schedule an appointment.
Once these stylists get to know the customer and what he or she likes, a relationship can form
which allows the salesperson to pull items for the customer before they have even scheduled
their next appointment. Many stylists will hold items for their personal customers and contact
them for an appointment once they have found items they believe the customer will like. This
allows the customer to get first pick at the newest merchandise without even coming into the
store. The personal styling experience will often grow into a strong relationship between the
salesperson and the customer. This can lead to customers being loyal not to Nordstrom, but to the
salesperson. In fact, when a VDOHVSHUVRQIURPDFRPSHWLWRUV¶store transferred to the Nordstrom
team, many of her cuVWRPHUVFDPHZLWKKHU7KLVLVEHFDXVHWKH\ZHUHQ¶WOR\DOWRWKHVWRUHWKH\
were working in; rather they were loyal to the salesperson. The connection between the
salesperson and the customer grew into a relationship.

Collaborative Consumption Brand is Central
This research has found evidence of consumers who collectively consume based on a brand. In
this case, a brand community is formed, where a group of people are all connected based on their
shared liking of a brand. A brand community is defined as a specialized, non-geographically
bound community, based on a structured set of social relations among admirers of a brand.
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Brand communities represent a place where people can collectively consume with a focus
centered on a particular brand. This is an important resource for brands to utilize when targeting
consumers who are consuming collaboratively.

Interviews:
One way consumers collectively use a retail brand is in athletics. Sports are generally collective,
and require the consumption of clothing and HTXLSPHQW2IWHQZKHQDSHUVRQLVQ¶WH[SHUWLQa
game they will try to make up for it by wearing brands that are representative of the sport. For
instance, Megan is beginning to enter the running world and feels like she needs to fit in with
other runners6KHIHOWYHU\RXWRISODFHZKHQUXQQLQJKHUILUVWNEHFDXVHVKHGLGQ¶WKDYHWKH
right running shoes or clothing. Megan eventually purchased Nike running shoes and a Nike
watch which tracks all her runs and records them online. She felt much more comfortable at her
next race when she was wearing brands and using equipment that are not only known throughout
the running world, but were of the same brand of products as the other runners were wearing.
She said she fit in brand wise.
Another example of this is in the work place. People often dress a certain way to get noticed. If
people feel that they lack in a category, such as experience, they will use clothes and brand
names to make them feel equal to their peers. In this way, the consumption is collective, either
you are running with others or working with others. Also, the brand is primary, because the
consumers are using the brand as the primary focus or concern to make up for something they
feel they lack.
Christian, however, uses brands to collectively consume in a different way. If Christian finds a
new product that he really likes, he will use it, and then share it on social media. Specifically,
Christian likes to share these products on Instagram. He will share his purchase with all of his
friends and followers, making the consumption collective. Because his focus is on sharing
information about the brand, the brand is primary. He may use hashtags to show his loyalty, as
well as spread his general pleasure of the product. These consumption activities which involve
other consumers in some form are collective, but are also centered on the use of a retail brand.
For this reason, these experiences are evidence of collective consumption based on a brand.

Forums:
PurseForum is evidence of strong brand community as there are forums and discussions
dedicated to certain fashion names. For instance, a section of the site is dedicated to discussion
surrounding the Burberry brand. These forums have hundreds of thousands of views and range
from discussing the history of Burberry to authenticating certain Burberry pieces. In each case,
people are using the brand as a basis to interact and collaborate with others, the majority of
ZKLFKDUHVWUDQJHUV6SHFLILFDOO\LQRQHSRVWWLWOHG³$XWKHQWLFDWHWKLV%XUEHUU\´WKHUHDUH
replies and 230,360 views. In this space thousands of people are discussing the Burberry brand,
attempting to authenticate certain items. The discussion is focused on elements of the brand,
from its quality to the smallest details of LWVHPEURLGHU\,QDQRWKHUSRVWWLWOHG³6KRZRII<RXU
%XUEHUU\&ROOHFWLRQ´SHRSOHIURPDURXQGWKHZRUOGSRVWSLFWXUHVRIWKHLU%XUEHUU\SLHFHVWR
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share with other fans of the brand. In this case, the collective consumption and collaboration of
with other consumers is focused on a brand.
NikeTalk, a brand community that actually calls itself a community, is comprised of hundreds of
thousands of consumers who love the Nike brand. Not only are they brand loyal to Nike, but they
also consume collectively, with other people, in discussing the brand. In this forum there are
discussions surrounding Nike price checks and fake product checks, there is regional discussion
about where to get Nike products, and there are even conversations sharing information on their
favorite products. This sharing of information makes this consumption process collaborative, and
the fact that these people are brought together on the collective love for a brand makes it brandbased. Nike is the common factor amongst thousands of people who do not know one another.
Yet, these people talk to strangers about their favorite places to purchase these products, and
much more. This information sharing behavior is collaborative, and centered on a brand,
showing that collective consumption that is brand based does exist in a fashion space.

Secondary Sources:
Burberry has redesigned their entire brand strategy in order to connect with their customers and
IRUPDFRPPXQLW\DURXQGWKHLUEUDQG&(2$QJHOD$KUHQGWVVWDWHG³:HKDYHDYLVLRQ- to be
the first (fashion) company that is fully digital end-to-end. The experience is that the customer
ZLOOKDYHWRWDODFFHVVWR%XUEHUU\DFURVVDQ\GHYLFHDQ\ZKHUH«WKH\ZLOOJHWH[DFWO\WKHVDPH
feeling of the brand, feeling of the culture, regardless of where, when and how they were
DFFHVVLQJ´7KHLGHDEHKLQGWKHUHVWUXFWXULQJRIWKHFRPSDQ\VWUDWHJ\LVWKDW%XUEHUU\ZDQWVWR
be connected with everyone that touches their brand, and incorporate social elements into every
aspect of their business. The Chief Creative Officer, Christopher Bailey, focused on making
Burberry as much a media-FRQWHQWFRPSDQ\DVWKH\DUHDGHVLJQFRPSDQ\+HVWDWHG³$EUDQG
LVQRWMXVWDERXWSURGXFWLW¶VDERXWH[SHULHQFHDVZHOODQGH[SHULHQFHVQHHGWRFRPHIURPWKH
center of a FRPPXQLW\«´7KH%XUEHUU\ZHEVLWHKDVLQFRUSRUDWHGPDQ\QHZIHDWXUHVDOORZLQJ
not only fans to connect with the brand, but brand fans to connect with one another. The feature
FDOOHG³%H6SRNH´DOORZVFRQVXPHUVWRGHVLJQWKHLURZQWUHQFK coat, an iconic product of the
brand. This feature utilizes the most recognized Burberry piece, the trench coat, and allows
customers to modify it as they wish, allowing them to feel more connected and important to the
brand. The website also streams fashion shows live, allowing fans to experience the clothing and
the shows first-hand, DVLIWKH\ZHUHWKHUH7KHIHDWXUH³7KH$UWRIWKH7UHQFK´DOORZVFXVWRPHUV
to share photos of themselves in their Burberry trench coats on the company website. Brand fans
can then interact with other users who have also shared their photos. This not only allows fans to
connect with the brand, but allows them to connect with other fans of the brand. In doing so,
people are collectively consuming on a brand basis. The brand is the common factor in
connecting thousands of people.

Collaborative Consumption Brand is Secondary
This research suggests that collective consumption can also occur when the brand is secondary to
the activity or the goal. In this case, subcultures of consumption are formed. Subcultures of
consumption are defined as distinct, homogeneous groups of people united by a common
commitment to a particular set of consumption items or activities. In this case, an activity or goal
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is central to the collective group, while the brands they are consuming are secondary. This
research provides evidence that this type of consumption exists in the retail industry.

Interviews:
Evidence of people collaboratively consuming a product for the purpose of an activity or goal,
rather than for purpose of the brand, was shown in multiple interviewees¶ discussions on the
topic. The most popular brand that was discussed is lululemon athletica. lululemon athletica
makes active wear for activities such as yoga and running. Many FRQVXPHUVVXFKDV=H\QHS¶s
friends, use lululemon brand products WRSUDFWLFH\RJD:KLOHKHUIULHQGVDUHQ¶WQHFHVVDULO\loyal
to lululemon and its products, they actively participate in yoga. lululemon sponsors and puts on
yoga classes, informational sessions and more to get yoga fans throughout the community using
their products. In this case, the activity, yoga, is the primary activity, while the brand, lululemon
athletica, is secondary. Because consumers are using lululemon products or classes to participate
in yoga with other people, they are collectively consuming based on an activity, rather than a
brand. This provides evidence that brands can be secondary to collective consumption in the
retail space.

Forums:
Forums also suggest that consumers can collectively consume with the activity being primary
and the brand being secondary. Once again using yoga as an example, yoga forums such as
YogaForum create a place where people who enjoy yoga can discuss the sport. The topics range
from places to do yoga, to yoga poses, and brands of yoga equipment. In this space people talk
about brands such as lululemon athletica, and which products of this brand are useful for
improving their yoga experience. In this way people are collaborating and discussing the activity
of yoga, however, they are using brands to do so. The key in this case is that the brand is not
primary to the discussion, but the activity, yoga, is what is bringing these people together. There
is a shared liking of the sport, rather than of the brand. In this situation a subculture of
consumption has formed around the activity of yoga.

Secondary Sources:
Secondary sources have also provided evidence of the desire of consumers to collectively
consume based on a goal rather than a brand. 0DF\¶VKDVLPSOHPHQWHGDIHDWXUHRn its website
ZKLFKLVIXUWKHUHYLGHQFHWKDWFRQVXPSWLRQZLWKWKHEUDQGEHLQJVHFRQGDU\H[LVWV0DF\¶V
QHZHVWIHDWXUH³6KRS0DF\¶VZLWK)ULHQGV´DOORZVFXVWRPHUVWRFUHDWHDSROOZKLFKWKH\FDQ
share with their friends if they cannot decide what to buy. While shopping throughout the
ZHEVLWHFXVWRPHUVFDQFOLFNRQDOLQNZKLFKVD\V³DGGWRSROO´DQGan item will be inserted into
DSROOZKLFKXVHUVFDQWKHQVKDUHZLWKWKHLU)DFHERRNIULHQGV7KHFXVWRPHU¶V)DFHERRNIULHQGV
then have 48 hours to vote on which items they think the user should purchase. The primary
function in this situation is shopping and consuming with the input and collaboration of others.
The brand and the products are secondary to the consumption process, because what is important
is the activity of shopping with the collaboration of friends. This provides evidence that in the
retail space consumers want to collectively consume based on the goal of shopping with friends,
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UDWKHUWKDQVKRSSLQJDW0DF\¶V&RQVXPHUVDUHXVLQJWKH0DF\¶VEUDQGto accomplish the goal of
shopping with the input of their friends.
%ORRPLQJGDOH¶VLQFRUSRUDWHVDVLPLODUIHDWXUHLQWKHLUZHEVLWHFDOOHG³$VND)ULHQG´7KLVIHDWXUH
DOVRDOORZVWKHFXVWRPHUWRFUHDWHDSROORILWHPVWKH\FDQ¶WFKRVHEHWZHHQZKLFKWKH\can send
to friends via Facebook. This is another example of the collective consumption process that
involves shopping with friends for collaboration purposes, with no focus on a brand or company.
Discussion:
There are few industries where brand matters more than in fashion. If fashion companies do not
HQJDJHWKHLUFXVWRPHUVZLWKWKHLUEUDQGWKH\ZLOOIDLOWREHVXFFHVVIXOLQWRGD\¶V changing
industry. With evidence that the categories of consumption outlined in this study do exist within
the fashion industry, brands have the opportunity to engage customers through any of these
constructs. Brands must find a way to connect with consumers in at least one, if not multiple, of
these categories of consumption.
Burberry is an example of a fashion brand that is currently making strategic changes in order to
better engage its customers. Burberry CEO Angela Ahrendts states, "You have to be totally
connected with everyone who touches your brand." The fashion brand is currently embracing the
Web and social media to extend their brand and engage with customers in new ways. Ahrendts
and Burberry Creative Director, Christopher Bailey, are transforming the company into a social
enterprise to ensure it thrives for decades to come. In addition to traditional media, which has
previously been the foundation of marketing in the fashion industry, Burberry is implementing
advertising using social media. The brand has over 10 million Facebook followers and uses
salesforce.com technology to power Burberry World. Burberry World is "the ultimate expression
of the Burberry brand," where online visitors can "engage, entertain, and interact, as well as
providing the ultimate online luxury VKRSSLQJH[SHULHQFH%XUEHUU\¶VJRDOLVWRWRWDOO\LQWHJUDWH
the company, its employees, and its customers, with the brand. "Our vision is that a customer has
total access to Burberry, across any device, anywhere," says Ahrendts. "They get exactly the
same feeling of the brand and feeling of the culture. Everyone can come to Burberry World and
understand the journey that Burberry is on."
%XUEHUU\¶VVWUDWHJ\of engaging the customer and fully integrating every element of the brand
with consumers is what all fashion companies must strive to do in order to stay relevant.
Specifically, brands must engage consumers in at least one of the four constructs of consumption
proven to exist in this industry. Many different strategies can be used to target consumers in each
of these constructs.
Recommendations:
Brands should engage their consumers in at least one of the four consumption categories.
However, which constructs a company will target are specific to the brand. For example,
Burberry, a high end fashion label, will be unlikely to connect with consumers via collective
consumption with the brand being secondary. It is doubtful that the Burberry brand will want to
be used in a secondary sense to participate in an activity. Burberry is more likely to connect with
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consumers in a collective sense with the brand being primary, through the creation of brand
communities LQWKHLURQOLQHVSDFH³%XUEHUU\:RUOG.´ Also, Burberry can connect with
consumers on an individual level, through their brand or brand ambassadors.
On the other hand, athletic clothing brands, such as lululemon athletica and Nike, will strive to
engage consumers in a collective context even when the brand is secondary. Many activities,
mainly athletics, can employ WKHVHEUDQGV¶SURducts. Therefore, these brands will strive to
engage their consumers enough that they will be selected for consumption when participating in
these activities. These athletic fashion brands can target consumers using all four constructs of
consumption; however, they may also focus on brand based individual consumption. This is
because, many utility brands, such as these, can easily gain a strong loyal following based on
attributes and features of the brand.
5HWDLOEUDQGVVXFKDV0DF\¶VRU1RUGVWURPZLOOIRFXVWKHLUHIIRUWLQPXOWLSOHFRQVWUXFWVDVZHOO
One of the most important may be individual consumption in which a salesperson is the focus,
implementing personal selling and customer relationship management. On the other hand, retail
brands are beginning to focus on the collective consumption experience, and engaging
consumers who are interested in shopping with others. Retail brands will be able to engage
consumers who want to collectively consume for the purpose of an activity, with the brand being
secondary. Clearly, the consumption constructs in which fashion brands will utilize strategies to
engage its customers depend upon the specific brand and its place within the retail industry.

Individual Consumption with Connection to a Brand
In the case of individual consumption with a focus on a brand, three marketing strategies have
been discovered for engaging consumers. In order to gain brand loyalty from individual
consumers, fashion brands must concentrate on quality, consistency and brand image.

Quality:
In order to gain brand loyalty from consumers, companies must provide them with a quality
product. As evidenced in the interviews, one of the most important things that a brand must
offer customers is quality. Quality is particularly important to consumers in the fashion industry
because they are looking for a garment that not only looks to be well made but will also last
WKURXJKRXWPDQ\XVHVDQGFOHDQLQJV0HJDQ(YHUHWW¶VOR\DOW\WR:LOVRQEUDQGVSRUWVHTXLSPHQW
and clothing is evidence that this brand loyalty exists. Even when working at a tennis club where
the pro shop carried competitor brand tennis gear, Megan refused to switch from Wilson
HTXLSPHQW0HJDQDOZD\VSOD\HGZLWKD:LOVRQWHQQLVUDFNHWDQGVDLGLWZRXOG³WDNHDORWWRJHW
>KHU@WRVZLWFK´0HJDQis engaged by the Wilson brand thanks to their high quality product and
therefore is not willing to switch to another brand. Another example of quality products leading a
FXVWRPHUWREHEUDQGOR\DOW\LVVHHQLQ%HWK¶VGHYRWLRQWROXOXOHPRQDWKOHWLFD%HWKVWDWHG³,DP
perfectly willing to swallow full price for lululemon pants because of the quality. I have some of
WKHLUSDQWVWKDWDUHVL[\HDUVROGHYHU\WKLQJODVWV´%HWKDSSUHFLDWHVOXOXOHPRQ¶VJUHDWTXDOLW\
clothing and not only is willing to pay high prices for their product, but is loyal to the brand as
VKHWUXVWVWKHLUSURGXFW¶VTXDOLW\7KHUHIRUH, fashion brands can use a marketing strategy that
promotes their high quality products in order to keep customers engaged and loyal to their brand.
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Consistency:
,WLVLPSHUDWLYHWKDWDEUDQG¶V products are consistent in every aspect of their offering. MarieAgnes, for example, is incredibly brand loyal to Rebecca Taylor. Rebecca Taylor generally
produces clothing that is feminine and whimsical, yet somewhat conservative. Marie-Agnes
loves the quality of the silk garments which Rebecca Taylor is known to produce, causing her to
become a loyal customer. However, recently Rebecca Taylor has been introducing polyester into
their lines, which Marie-Agnes does not like as much as the garments made of silk. She feels the
new material is not the same quality as the silk, and also dos not feel the same. For this reason
Marie-Agnes is unsatisfied with the brand. This is an example of inconsistent quality causing a
previously brand loyal customer to become unsatisfied with the company.
It is important that brands are consistent with not only their quality, but also with whatever
aspects about the brand that their customers value. For instance, Beth stated that she is a loyal
customer to Nordstrom Rack because she can consistently find good bargains. If Nordstrom
Rack stopped carrying products which Beth considered to be a good deal, she would be less loyal
to their brand. Also, Beth is a loyal customer of MAC makeup because they are consistently
innovating and releasing new product lines. Beth values innovation in a brand, and loves that
MAC is consistent with their new releases. If MAC stopped providing frequent product
innovations, Beth would likely begin to explore other makeup brands that offer this constant
innovation which she values. Similarly, Beth loves shopping Banana Republic because of their
PDQ\VDOHV%DQDQD5HSXEOLFRIIHUVVDOHVVRRIWHQWKDW%HWKZLOOUDUHO\VKRSWKHUHLIWKH\DUHQ¶W
having a sale. Therefore, if Banana Republic fails to be consistent with this offering, they will
lose their customers that are loyal to this service.
If firms cannot be consistent, customers will be disappointed with the brand that they may have
been loyal to before. Fashion companies can use the strategy of consistency to continually
satisfy their customers and keep them loyal to their brand. Whether it is brand message, product
quality, or brand attributes, it must be consistent.

Brand Image:
$TXDOLW\SURGXFWZKLFKVDWLVILHVFXVWRPHUV¶QHHGVZLOOQRWEHHQRXJKWRJDLQEUDQGOR\DOW\IURP
customers that have countless options to choose from within the retail market. Customers in the
IDVKLRQLQGXVWU\DUHDOVRDQDO\]LQJDFRPSDQ\¶VEUDQGLPDJH&XVWRPHUVHYDOXDWHZKDWDIDVKLRQ
brand portrays through its promotions and style of clothing. For instance, if a brand uses a
celebrity endorser, a customer will evaluate what this person says about the brand. Retail and
fashion companies face a unique challenge because their customers wear their products and
seemingly act as a walking billboard for their EUDQG,IFRQVXPHUV¶YDlues do not align with the
image or message of the brand, they will not want to walk around wearing that brand for the
world to see. Therefore, if a company chooses a celebrity endorser or any sort of promotional
message, it must represent the brand well and gives off an image that is consistent with the
EUDQG¶VPHVVDJH
The style of clothing which a brand creates must also EHFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHEUDQG¶VLPDJH,ID
brand that is generally conservative begins designing clothes with wild prints and risky designs,
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their loyal customers will begin to disappear. The type of clothing someone wears says
something about the person wearing it, and therefore a conservative consumer will not want to
wear clothes that are too revealing or risky. This is evidenced by 0HJDQ(YHUHWW¶VWHVWLPRQ\that
³DEUDQGVD\VDORWDERXW\RX´)RULQVWDQFH0HJDQXVHGWR be a fan of the Coach brand, but has
recently stopped wearing the brand due to its changing brand image. Megan believes that Coach
has lost some of its appeal becauVHWKH\¶YHUHDFKHGGRZQLQWRDGLIIHUHQWPDUNHWE\ORZHULQJ
their price point. Therefore, because Coach has saturated their brand to a lower class of people, a
higher class will no longer want to be represented by this brand. Megan will buy Coach products
that do not scream the brand name. But, because she no longer likes what the brand represents,
0HJDQZLOOQRWEX\DQ\RIWKHFODVVLF³&´SDWWHUQHGSLHFHV
A brand has to support themselves in media and advertising. Megan grew up playing sports and
is very loyal to the Nike brand of clothing and equipment. She likes the Nike brand because they
sponsor all of her favorite players, and she can relate to these brand ambassadors. Also, the
clothes are always fashion forward, EXWQRWWRRULVN\WKDWVKHZRXOGQ¶t wear them on the court.
Some of the players Nike supports, such as Maria Sharipova, design their own clothing lines for
Nike. These lines are often trendy, but not too edgy. However, at one point Nike sponsored
Venus Williams, who also created a clothing line for the brand. Megan found the clothing to be
way too ³out there´ and risky for use on the tennis court. Megan, who generally enjoys wearing
more conservative pieces for playing tennis, would never wear the wild designs from the Venus
Williams collection. For this reason, she stopped using Nike products until they returned to their
more standard style of the clothing. In this case, the brand must be careful with the message it is
relaying to the public.
Fashion products send a public message about who the user is and what they want people to
know about themselves. Therefore, the brand image must be consistent with the message that
consumer wants to portray to the community. Fashion brands can use their brand image as a
strategy to engage consumers that are loyal to a particular message or image. In the world of
tennis, for example, brands can design their clothing to send a message of an athlete who has a
traditional style but an affinity for new trends, to attract customers like Megan. On the other
hand, brands can market their products as being for a high class of people, by raising their price
point and limiting their distribution. They could also implement a celebrity endorser who is
known for being of a high social class. This would give the brand an image of exclusivity and
high social status, attracting people who want to say the same for themselves. For these reasons,
fashion brands can target individual consumers who are interested in companies at the brand
level, by aligning their brand imagHZLWKWKHLUWDUJHWFRQVXPHU¶VYDOXHV

Individual Consumption with Connection to a Brand Ambassador
Three marketing strategies have been discovered for successfully building relationships between
individual consumers who focus on brand ambassadors or salespeople. In order to engage these
consumers, fashion brand ambassadors must concentrate on communication, authenticity and
knowledge.
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Communication:
Communication seems to be an obvious key in a relationship between a salesperson and a
customer. But the key here is two way communications. For instance, when Shannon follows a
blogger and wants to interact with them, she might send them a message. If they chose to interact
back with her, than it will keep her engaged and wanting to follow them for a longer period of
time. If she gets no response back she may be less interested in wanting to engage with this
brand ambassador who fails to communicate with her. It is important that fashion brands and
their ambassadors communicate back with their fans in order to make them feel more connected
to such a large enterprise. Burberry does a great job of this as they have teams devoted to
replying to all communication the brand receives. For instance, when someone tweets Burberry
on Twitter, the brand guarantees the person will receive a reply.
Beth explained that nowadays, people expect a brand to communicate back with them due to
their ability to connect with them via social media. Social media pages such as Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram are built for communication between the brand and the consumer.
However, if the consumer is able to communicate with a brand and receives no communication
back, they are more disappointed then if they had never been able to communicate with the brand
in the first place. Beth explained that when a person posts a complaint about a brand they expect
a response within 30 minutes. It is essential that brands manage this expectation and have brand
ambassadors dedicated to communicating with these customers.
Similarly, with salespeople, consumers are looking for someone to listen to what they are saying
and communicate back and forth with them. Customers are most likely to build a relationship
with a salesperson who they feel is truly trying to understand what they are saying, and if it is
unclear asks questions and attempts to figure out exactly what they are looking for. Megan
suggests the salesperson let the customer guide them. By doing so, the salesperson will be forced
to listen to exactly what the customer is looking for, rather than make assumptions or using their
own opinions prematurely.
Kristy stated that she has connected and built relationships in the past with salespeople that have
effectively communicated with her. 6KHVWDWHG³:KHQ,KDYHDSRVLWLYHVKRSSLQJH[SHULHQFe in a
store with a salesperson, I find myself asking for the person, looking for that person, and going
LQWRWKHVWRUHRQGD\V,NQRZWKH\ZLOOEHWKHUH´ Kristy deliberately goes to a particular
Starbucks whenever she can because she likes the people there based off how they communicate
with her. Kristy goes as far as to follow them to different Starbucks locations if they are
transferred stores.
Because it is possible for consumers to connect with brands in the fashion industry through a
brand ambassador or salesperson, companies can use this as a strategy for engaging customers.
Brands can market themselves and their desire to communicate with their customers by simply
doing so in the spaces which support this two way communication. The ability to communicate
ZLWKFXVWRPHUVLVQ¶WHQRXJKWREXLOGDrelationship; it requires that the brand actually has
ambassadors participating in this communication.
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Authenticity:
A brand must be genuine in every aspect of its offering, especially in its salespeople if it wishes
to engage customers through the formation of relationships. As Christian states, ³if a suiting
EUDQGVWDUWVGRLQJGHQLPLWZRQ¶WZRUN,WKDVWREHDXWKHQWLFWRWKHEUDQG´Personal selling is
not effective if there is unauthentic behavior from either party. Christian recognizes the
importance of authenticity when forming a relationship with a salesperson because a customer
has to have belief in said person, in order to respect them and seek their guidance. Also, brand
alignment between the ambassador and the brand, and the ambassador and the consumer, is
important. If a customer believes the salesperson is genuine in loving the brand, they are more
likely to purchase again and again. Whereas a salesperson or brand ambassador that seems
unsure of the product will be unable to successfully portray the quality of the brand to a potential
customer.
Shannon connects to brand ambassadors such as bloggers that she feels she can not only trust,
but also relate to. Shannon follows many bloggers, almost religiously, that have a very specific
aesthetic and taste that she feels represents her own. So, if she likes everything they wear for a
week, she will follow what they are wearing for a longer time period. However, the authenticity
of the blogging is impoUWDQWEHFDXVHVKHGRHVQ¶WZDQWWRIROORZDQ\RQHZKRLVWU\LQJWRVHOOKHU
something. It is important that the blogger, or fashion ambassador, is able to effectively
communicate what they like and what they are wearing, in such a way that they are not trying to
sell a product, but rather suggest it to Shannon and their followers.
Further, if a customer believes the salesperson or brand ambassador to be genuine, they will be
able to establish trust, which is essential for any relationship. Salespeople must remember that
they are there for the sake of the customer and not the sale. Megan noted that if a salesperson
SXVKHVDVDOHDQGIRUFHVVRPHWKLQJRQDFXVWRPHUWKDWWKH\DUHQ¶WFRPIRUWDEOHZLWKWKH\ZLOO
UHWXUQLWRUQRWFRPHEDFN$VDOHVSHUVRQ¶VJRDOLVto make sure the customer is happy, even if
that satisfaction of the customer does not result in a sale. One lost sale with the happiness of the
customer intact will lead to future sales and a healthier relationship.
Shannon noted that J. Crew does a great job of engaging customers using authenticity through
brand ambassadors that are relatable to their customers. They do this by reaching out to their
customers in a way that is genuine and authentic, and makes customers feel important. J. Crew
often holds events at the store hosted by their brand bloggers. They invite people to their events
that would not normally be on the invite list to a designer fashion show. This allows customers to
connect to a person that is relatable and who also likes the brand. This gives customers a more
accessible person to connect with, rather than a huge company or brand name. A company
allows customers to engage through people as their representative rather than the business.
Authenticity can be used as a tool to engage consumers by building relationships between brand
ambassadors and consumers.

Knowledge:
Many consumers expressed the importance of brand knowledge in a salesperson or ambassador.
For instance, Beth has rarely connected to a salesperson or brand ambassador in a sense that a
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relationship has formed. Beth stated that the only way this could be possible is if she is
convinced the salesperson knows more than she does. Not just about the brand, but about fashion
and style in general. One way a salesperson could do this is informing the customer that there is
going to be an upcoming sale. This is information the customer could not know without the
VDOHVSHUVRQ¶VKHOSDQGVKRZVWKHFXVWRPHUWKDWWKHVDOHVSHUVRQLVlooking out for his or her best
interest.
Marie-Agnes also looks to a salesperson for advice and information she is unable to find herself.
+RZHYHULQRUGHUIRUKHUWRWUXVWWKHEUDQGDPEDVVDGRU¶VRSLQLRQWKH\PXVWFRQYH\WKHLUH[SHUW
knowledge in either the brand or the fashion industry, or both. A salesperson can demonstrate
this expert knowledge by providing the customer with information, or they can also convey their
knowledge through their personal presentation and style. Marie-Agnes feels that a salesperson
must express that they have their own style to show that they care about the fashion industry and
are knowledgeable DERXWLWLQVRPHVHQVH7KHEUDQGDPEDVVDGRU¶VVW\OHGRHVQ¶WKDYHWRPDWFK
up with her style, it just has to show that they are interested in fashion and therefore have
credible insights into the field. In order to be persuasive, a brand ambassador must be credible. In
order to seem credible, they must express their knowledge in the field. Therefore, brands can use
knowledgeable sales staff to engage customers that are looking to connect with an ambassador of
the brand that is credible through their knowledge of the industry.

Collaborative Consumption Brand is Central
This research has proven that it is possible to engage customers that are collectively consuming
on the basis of brand. Strategies that fashion brands can use to target these customers are focused
on differentiation, a narrative, an entry point and the exclusivity of the brand.

Social Differentiation:
In order for a brand to be used to participate in a collective consumption activity it must
differentiate itself from competitors through its social offering. For instance, many of the
interviewees use Nike products to take part in athletics. The reason these customers chose Nike
over their competitors, such as Adidas, is because they supplied to consumer with a unique social
aspect to their consumption experience. The Nike+ products have created a platform for sharing
running and tracking information that is unlike any other in the field. Consumers who want to
socially engage with others through athletics will use Nike products to do so. Therefore, loyal
Nike fans will use their products to support them in all of the activities for which their products
are relevant.
The added social value of the brand could be through the features of the product or even through
the brand message offered by the company. Fashion brands can use the strategy of differentiation
by offering their customers a unique social experience for those who want to collaborate when
consuming. One way a brand can do this is through social media. Christian enjoys sharing his
interest in new products with other people through Instagram. If retail companies create a unique
incentive or foster a desire within consumers to share their brand with others people will do so.
For instance, if a brand promotes a contest using a hashtag on Instagram or Twitter when sharing
a picture of the consumer using their product or brand, they will engage consumers in a way that
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is different from the competition. Planet Blue, a retail clothing store based in Southern
California, promoted a hashtag for their brand (#pbcoachella) for fans to use when sharing
pictures on social media wearing their clothing at a music festival called Coachella. The best
photo won a gift card to the store. This unique promotion created a way for consumers to share
their love of the brand with other people, and incentivized them to do so. It also provided
consumers with a way to use their clothing and their brand in a social sense. In using a social
differentiation strategy such as this, fashion brands can not only engage their customers, but also
market to other people who are consuming in a collaborative sense.
Using social differentiation to connect fans in a unique way is a method to engage current and
potential customers. For instance, Marie-$JQHVLVEUDQGOR\DOWR5HEHFFD7D\ORU6KHGRHVQ¶W
know anyone else who wears Rebecca Taylor products and they stopped carrying the brand in
the stores near where she lives. This causes her brand experience to feel isolated. However,
Rebecca Taylor allowed her to connect with other brand fans even from hundreds of mile away.
Marie-Agnes was able to stream New York Fashion Week online, and was able to watch the
Rebecca Taylor show. She was interested in the clothes as well as the clients, press and guests of
the event. This allowed her to connect with the brand and its fans without having to attend the
show. She wishes she could have attended the event, but this created a unique way for her to
develop a sense of connection with others who like and support the brand. This strategy provides
consumers with a way to connect to DEUDQGDQGLWVRWKHUEUDQGVXSSRUWHUV7KLVUHVRXUFHGRHVQ¶W
have to just stream live shows, but could provide digital images or stories that speak to the
customer and spark discussion amongst consumers. Either way, brands should differentiate
themselves from competitors not just based off products, but also in a social aspect in order to
engage consumers that value this form on consumption.

Narrative:   
Another way in which consumers can collectively consume and form a community around a
brand is based off the story which the brand provides. Consumers are not naturally engaged by a
brand, especially in the fashion industry, in such a way that they would get together with other
people to discuss the brand. However, brands that provide consumers with a story or a narrative,
a history or a pedigree, tend to attract consumers based off this idea.
=H\QHSVWDWHGWKDW³WKHVWRU\KDVWREHWKHUHWRLQterest the customers and uncover their hidden
QHHGVGHVLUHVDQGDVSLUDWLRQV´0HJDQSRLQWHGRXWWKDW%DQDQD5HSXEOLFFUHDWHVDVWRU\DURXQG
each of their collections. For instance, Banana Republic has a collection of clothing inspired by
the television sKRZ³0DG0HQ´7KLVLVLQWHUHVWLQJWRFRQVXPHUVEHFDXVHLWLVPRUHWKDQMXVWD
new season and a new collection of clothing. The story behind the clothing tells consumers why
the designers chose these colors. It shows consumers what inspired them to bring this to their
FXVWRPHUV0HJDQVWDWHG³,DPPRUHOLNHO\WREX\VRPHWKLQJWKDWKDVDVWRU\VXUURXQGLQJLW,
OLNHZKHQWKHVWRU\EHKLQGDFROOHFWLRQVKRZVPHWKDWHYHU\WKLQJLVFRQQHFWHGWRRQHWKLQJ´
Based of this same principle, it is important to create a connection between the brand, its
products and what the products will mean to the consumer. For example, rather than advertising
flip flops, a brand should show customers a story about the flip flops that they are going to wear
every day, with every outfit, to the beach and to the store. This allows consumers to envision
themselves in the item and with the brand. Rather than showing consumers a black dress, show
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consumers the black dress that they will wear on their anniversary dinner. Putting a story behind
a product and a brand shows consumers that it is something special, that there is a purpose
behind it rather than just another piece of the assembly line.
In creating this narrative a brand can connect itself or a particular line or item with consumers.
The brand can become special with the story it provides and how the consumer can relate to that
story on a personal and social level. The narrative allows consumers not only to personally
connect with the brand, but relate to the brand on the social level. It gives consumers something
to discuss in online forums or with friends who enjoy the brand. Whether it is the history of the
Burberry brand being discussed or what the stories in the spring advertisements say about the
line, the history and narrative surrounding a brand sparks discussions for consumers who want to
socially engage with a product. This strategy is more difficult to implement for newer brands, but
established fashion names should all share their history and a story with consumers in order to
foster the social consumption of the brand.

Entry Point:
In order for a brand community to form around a fashion company a brand must provide a
platform and space for this to occur. If there is no easy entry point into a brand, consumers will
not be able to connect and engage with the brand or with other consumers. For example, entry
into the Coach brand is very easy from a price and distribution perspective. The price is low and
distribution is wide, making the brand easy to obtain. On the other hand, a brand could use
something such as style as an entry point. If something is styled in a way that is so unique and
different, you might spend more than anticipated in order to have it. Also, the uniqueness of the
style will allow consumers to connect with other people who consumed this same design, based
on the notion that they must have something in common even if it is just their fashion taste.
Another entry point could be quality. A great quality product can act as an entry point for
consumers. For instance, Longchamp bags are guaranteed for life. Many consumers will be
willing to spend more money on an item if they know it will last them. Conveying this quality is
very important, in a way that is not overwhelming, but makes the message more of a story.
Consumers are able to enter a brand more easily if they are entering based on an idea of superb
quality. Another entry point could be the existence of a brand community, such as the online
inteUIDFHWKDW%XUEHUU\LVXVLQJ³%XUEHUU\:RUOG.´,QWKis space consumers can enter the brand
from the ground level, and interact with consumers that are entering the brand in the same space.
In any way a company chooses to do so, it must establish an entry point for consumers or they
will be unwilling to consume the brand in a social context. Once consumers feel that they have
entered the brand space with ease, they will be able to interact with consumers who are also a
part of this brand community. Fashion brands can use a number of different techniques to create
an entry point to their brand. This strategy, of creating an easy entry point, will form a group of
consumers who all value the same features of the brand and allow them to connect based on
these similarities. This allows for the consumption of the brand to be collective and brand based,
as consumers share similar experiences with the brand.
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Exclusivity:
Throughout the interviews, consumers felt that brand communities and brand based collective
consumption were constructs most lucrative for brands that convey a sense of exclusivity. Beth
believes fashion companies that are successful in this field are aspirational brands. Further, Beth
suggests that brands which promote a sense of exclusivity and make consumption or membership
inclusive are the most successful. Brands can be exclusive in a number of ways, through its
price point, distribution, membership option, quantity of products, and more. Often, exclusive
brands offer consumers benefits that are only shared amongst people that are consuming the
brand.
Exclusivity is often seen in the high fashion market. High end brands are generally sought after
due to the fact that they send a message of high social status and wealth. Because of their
generally high price point and narrow distribution strategy, they are somewhat exclusive in
nature. Portraying an idea of exclusivity around a brand will continue to motivate consumers to
obtain the brand and their products. Because many people aspire to use these high end brands,
the community around the brand is heavily sought after. If the community around this brand is
not only exclusive, but inclusive to its members, consumers will seek out this brand with a desire
to engage with it in a social sense. People will not only want to consume the brand, but they will
want to be a part of the brand community that offers benefits only to its members. Essentially, a
social group will form around an H[FOXVLYHEUDQGVWKDW¶VPHPEHUVKLSLVGHVLUHGE\PDQ\SHRSOH
that are not a part of it. It is similar to a club that is invite-only, in the sense that people strive to
be a part of it, because its exclusivity limits the number of people that can. Because an inclusive
social group forms, creating much of hype around the brand, the consumption is brand based and
collective. It is the social and collaborative in nature because the brand allows the exclusivity
factor to attract other consumers who want to engage with one another.
The idea of exclusivity is not only used among high end brands. Nike also creates buzz around
its SURGXFWXVLQJH[FOXVLYLW\.ULVW\IRUH[DPSOHZDQWHGWRWDNHSDUWLQWKH1LNHZRPHQ¶V
marathon, but had to be selected to participate by the brand. To be considered, Kristy had to like
the group on Facebook, entering her into a lottery type system. Because participation in the race
is not open to all consumers there is a sense of exclusivity around the event and the brand.
People are eager to join the race and be accepted not just because of the actual activity, but
because of what participation or membership provides for the customer. Nike allows the people
selected for the run to get a sneak preview of sales before the rest of the general public, as well
as other benefits not available to people who are not a part of the race. The sense of exclusivity
created by the brand through this activity and the inclusive membership benefits, attract people
to the brand in a social sense. People want to collectively consume this brand and participate in
the event with other people.
Fashion brands that limit the people that can obtain their products, for reasons of price, limited
quantity, etc., create a sense of exclusivity around their brand that is sought after by many
people. Brands can use this exclusivity of their product to create desire amongst the members of
the brand community to socially engage and collaborate with the limited number of users of the
brand.   
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Collaborative Consumption Brand is Secondary:
This research has proven that it is possible to engage customers that are collectively consuming
on the basis of an activity, with the brand being secondary. Strategies that fashion brands can use
to target these customers are based on becoming a resource, social affiliations and providing a
platform.

Become a Resource:
Consumers can use fashion brands as a resource to participate in an activity, say something about
who they are, or achieve a goal. Because consumers are using the brand to accomplish a primary
goal, the brand is secondary. Also, because the consumer is using the brand to participate in
something or project a message of who they are, they are involving others in their community,
making the consumption process collective.
People can use fashion and brands to engage with people in a silent manner. For instance, Beth
might wear a really oXWUDJHRXVSDLURIKHHOVLIVKHLVDWWHQGLQJDQHYHQWZLWKSHRSOHVKHGRHVQ¶W
know. The heels can act as an ice breaker for talking to people. .ULVW\VWDWHV³ZLWKRXWDGRXEWLQ
business, what you put on yourself really sends a signal on how someone feels about themselves
DQGGRLQJEXVLQHVVZLWKVRPHRQHHOVH´ .ULVW\IHHOVWKDWDZRPHQ¶VKDQGEDJVHQGVDPHVVDJH
about the person. Kristy has a Coach handbag with a matching wallet that she brings to the office
everyday. She feels that this sends a message that VKHLVQ¶WWRRWUHQG\EXWNQRZs how to put
herself together. When she goes to meetings for work she feels comfortable with what this bag
says about her as a professional person.
These consumers are using brands as a resource to say something about themselves to the public.
.ULVW\¶VEURWKHUDMXQLRUDWWKHQDYDODFDGHP\LVDQH[DPSOHRIWKLV.ULVW\¶VEURWKHU loved the
brand Ecko in high schoolEXWGRHVQ¶WIHHOLWVHQGVWKHULJKWPHVVDJHabout himself to his new
colleagues. Therefore, he has changed what he wears in order to send a different message. Now,
KHZHDUV5DOSK/DXUHQSRORVWRDFKLHYHD³SUHSSLHU´ORRNLQRUGHUWRVHQGDPHVVDJHWKDWKHLV
well put together and serious about his commitment to the Navy. On the other hand, Megan uses
Nike products to make her feel like she fits into the running world which she has recently joined.
Megan says by using the correct equipment she can feel like she fits in brand-wise.
,QRUGHUWRFDSLWDOL]HRQSHRSOH¶VGHVLUHWRXVHEUDQGVWRsay something about themselves, fashion
brands must make sure their products are a resource for consumers to do so. For instance, a
brand that makes professional clothing can establish itself as the premier brand of professional
attire. Then, when people want to fit into a professional work environment, they will seek
clothing made by this brand in order to convey a sense of their belonging in a professional
HQYLURQPHQW(YHQLIDEUDQGLVQ¶WFRQVLGHUHGDSUHPLHUEUDQGLWFDQVWLOOEHXVHGWRVHQGD
message. For instance, if professionals DWDFHUWDLQRIILFHRQO\ZHDURQHEUDQG¶VFORWKLQJ, the
brand will be established as proper work attire. Then, if a new employee wants to fit into the
work place, or make up for something they feel they lack, such as experience, they will use this
brand to send the message that they do in fact belong. In these ways brands can send a message
about a consumer and can be used to fit in with a certain social group. Zeynep explained this
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concept as a brand being associated with a certain lifestyle or stereotype. If a brand is identified
as being used by people who are physically fit, then people who are participating in a community
that respects this lifestyle will want to use this brand to send a message that they are also in good
shape. If people who are participating in a certain activity, or are socially engaging based on an
idea, are aspiring to pursue a particular lifestyle, they will want to consume brands that also fit
this prototype. For that reason, brands can become a resource for people to use to fit in with a
certain lifestyle or prototype which they aspire to be apart of.
Jay Baer expresses this idea in his PRVWUHFHQWERRNWLWOHG³<RXWLOLW\´,QWKLVZRUN%DHU
H[SUHVVHVWKDWLW¶VQRWDERXWVRFLDOPHGLDEXWLW¶VDERXWPDUNHWLQJ\RXUErand and your product
as a resource. Baer suggests that instead of focusing on trying to be the most amazing company
out there, businesses should instead focus on being useful. Baer relates his idea to the expression
³,I\RXJLYHDPDQDILVK\RXIHHGKLP for a day; if you teach a man to fish, you feed him for a
OLIHWLPH´%DHUVD\V³,I\RXVHOOVRPHWKLQJ\RXPDNHDFXVWRPHUWRGD\LI\RXKHOSVRPHRQH
\RXPDNHDFXVWRPHUIRUOLIH´+HFDOOVWKLVDSSURDFK<RXWLOLW\<RXWLOLW\FUHDWHVORQJ-term trust
and kinship between a company and its customers.
%DHU¶VLGHDRI<RXWLOLW\FDQEHLPSOHPHQWHGLQWKHIDVKLRQZRUOGE\HQVXULQJWKHSURGXFWVGR
something useful for the customers or can be used as a resource. Under this concept, when
consumers use a product, or more specifically, wears the clothing, it does something to help the
FXVWRPHU7KDWZHDULQJDEUDQG¶VFORWKLQJVD\VVRPHWKLQJDERXWZKRWKH\DUHRUZKDWWKH\DUH
WU\LQJWRDFFRPSOLVK)RULQVWDQFH%HWK¶VKHHOVVD\VRPHWKLQJDERXWKHUSHUVRQDOLW\WKDWFould
VWDUWDFRQYHUVDWLRQRUWKDW0HJDQ¶VUXQQLQJHTXLSPHQWVKRZVVKHLVVHULRXVDERXWWKHVSRUWDQG
knows what she is doing. Further, a professional just starting at a new company could wear a suit
or a watch that says she belongs in this industry. In these cases, the brand and its clothing can
make up for something that the customer feels that they lack. %UDQGVFDQWKHUHIRUHHQJDJHLW¶V
customers that collectively consume with no focus on a brand by becoming a resource for these
consumers to express something about themselves to the community.

Social Affiliations:
In order for a brand to be collectively consumed in a secondary sense, it is essential that the
brand affiliate itself with activities that are important to consumers in its target market. For
instance, lululemon athletica has done a great deal to associate itself with yoga. Besides the
obvious, selling yoga products, lululemon also hosts yoga classes at their stores and within the
community. This way when people think of yoga they also think of lululemon. Kristy explained
it as promoting the simplicity of the brand. When she thinks running she thinks Nike, when she
thinks coffee she thinks of Starbucks, due to the associations these brands have formed with the
activities they support. These brands have made themselves almost symbolic of an activity or
idea. Fashion brands needs to establish themselves with activities in order to form associations
between their brand and these experiences. Then, when consumers take part in these activities or
socially engage based on these ideas, they will use the brand to do so.
Another affiliation that is important is between the customer and the other people that enjoy the
brand. For instance, if a brand puts on an event for its fans to attend, there must be an implied
association between the people that would be at the event. For instance, if Nordstrom puts on a
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IDVKLRQVKRZWKHFXVWRPHU¶VWKDWDUHLQYLWHGPXVWNQRZWKDWWKH\ZLOOKDYHVRPHWKLQJLQ
common with the other people that will be attending the event. In other words, there must be an
implied social link between the consumer and the other people involved.
Overall, a brand must affiliate or associate itself with something that aligns with the brand. Tom
VKRHVEXLOWLWVEXVLQHVVRQWKHLGHDRI³RQHWRRQH´)RUHYHU\SDLURIVKRHVWhat are purchased,
they give one pair of shoes away to people who need them. This idea of giving away one pair of
shoes for every pair of shoes they sell makes sense to consumers. Their brand is all about feet
and shoes. WKHQSHRSOHWKHUHIRUHWKLQNRIWKLVFRQFHSWWKH\ZLOOWKLQNRI7RP¶V,IIDVKLRQ
brands hope to be used in collaborative consumption as secondary to an activity, they must form
these associations or affiliations to activities or goals that make sense with the product.

Provide a Platform :
It may seem obvious, but fashion brands need to provide a platform for consumers to use their
EUDQGIRUZKDWHYHUDFWLYLW\LWPD\EH)RUH[DPSOH0DF\¶VLPSOHPHQWLQg the shop with friends
feature gives consumers the ability to shop together using their brand. The goal of consumers is
to shop with their friends online, and they are not focused on which brand to do it with.
+RZHYHU0DF\¶VLVSURYLGLQJWKHPZLWKDSODWIRUPWRFRPSOHWHWKLVDFWLYLW\DQGWKHUHIRUHWKH\
will consume using the 0DF\¶VEUDQG
Similarly, Marie-Agnes would attend beauty nights at retail stores with her friends. The store
would provide these events for consumers who are interested in fashion and beauty. At the event
there is information about beauty products, makeup tutorials, makeovers and more. The event is
not based on a brand, but rather based on the idea of beauty. The people who attend are there for
the purpose of socializing, learning and beautifying. However, Marie-Agnes and her friends were
actually collectively consuming the retail store brand without focusing on it.
In both situations, the brand provides a social platform for which people can collectively
consume. The brands also provide a social resource for members of the community. Fashion
based companies can engage consumers in their brand by providing them with a social platform
to collaborate with7KLVSODWIRUPGRHVQ¶WKDYHWREHDQHYHQWWKDWLQYROYHVSURGXFWV but it can
provide consumers with digital resources, images or stories. Brands just need to supply
consumers with an infrastructure or platform for which consumers can use to socially engage.
Conclusion
In the fashion industry, engaging customers with the brand is essential to the success of the
company. Burberry CEO, Angela Ahrendts had the right idea when she said, "You have to be
totally connected with everyone who touches your brand." To be successful fashion brands must
use HQJDJHPHQWVWUDWHJLHVWKDWDUHXQLTXHWRHYHU\FXVWRPHU¶V consumption experience. Four
constructs of consumption were defined depending on whether the consumption is individual or
collective. It was seen that individual consumption can either be based on a brand or on a
relationship with a brand ambassador. While collective consumption, on the other hand, involves
people consuming in a social context. In this case, the focus can either be on the brand or on an
activity (the brand is secondary). Through the research done in this study, these four constructs
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of consumption were found to exist within the fashion industry. With the knowledge of these
constructs, fashion brands should understand what consumers are seeking in each type of
consumption experience. Further analysis led to the discovery of strategies brands can use to
engage consumers within each of these constructs. When targeting individual consumers who are
focused on a brand, companies can use quality, consistency and brand image as ways to build
brand loyalty. When engaging individual consumers who have a relationship with a brand
ambassador, brands must utilize strategies based on communication, authenticity, and
knowledge. Brands can engage consumers who consume collectively, based on a brand, by
implementing strategies that focus on social differentiation, narratives, entry points and
exclusivity. Finally, fashion brands can connect with consumers that collectively consume based
on an activity through marketing itself as a resource, building social affiliations, and providing a
platform for this consumption. If a company or brand fails to engage their customers in any of
these fields, they will not be successful. In order to stay relevDQWLQWRGD\¶VIDVKLRQLQGXVWU\
businesses must incorporate strategies from any of these four categories into their marketing plan
dependent on their brand and their target market. If fashion brands can implement these
strategies and engage consumers with their brand they will continue to be successful for years to
come.
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A ppendices
  
E xhibit 1: Interview Protocol
1. Tell me about yourself and what fashion means to you.
2. How would you describe your own sense of style of fashion taste?
3. Have you ever worked in the retail industry or do you have aspirations for working in
fashion?
4. How important is your fashion reputation to you?
5. How influential do you think you are?
6. How do you research or find new trends that inspire you?
7. Do you have a favorite brand?
8. What qualities must a brand possess in order to form a loyal customer base?
9. What techniques must a brand use in order to form a brand community?
10. What retail strategies do brands/retailers use to get you in the store and engaged in
their products?
11. What qualities make a customer loyal to a specific brand ambassador/salesperson?
12. What techniques can be used to make a customer loyal to a specific brand
ambassador/salesperson?
13. How do you socially engage/connect using certain brands or products?
14. How might customers use a brand as a basis to partake in a certain activity?
15. Why do you think customers use brands as a basis to partake in a certain activity?
16. What attracts customers to a brand in a social context?
17. +RZPLJKWDEUDQGEHFHQWUDOWRDFRQVXPHU¶VFROOHFWLYHFRQVXPSWLRQH[SHULHQFH"
18. :K\PLJKWDEUDQGEHFHQWUDOWRDFRQVXPHU¶VFROOHFWLYHFRQVXPSWLRQH[SHULHQFH"
E xhibit 2: Samples of Forum Data
PurseForum:
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NikeTalk:
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Exhibit  C:  Secondary  Data    
  
DĂĐǇƐ͘ĐŽŵ͗͞^ŚŽƉDĂĐǇ͛ƐtŝƚŚ&ƌŝĞŶĚƐ͟  
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%XUEHUU\³$UWRIWKH7UHQFK´

lululemon atheltica: Community Events

E xhibit D: Recommedations Summarized
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